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Abstract 
A fast algorithm has been developed for solving a class of least squares Problems 
arising in adaptive Signal processing. The algorithm is based on the Powell and Zangwill 
direction set method for unconstrained minimization Problems and is designed so as to 
fully take advantage of the special structure of the adaptive least squares (ALS) prob- 
lems. It is a fast algorithm because it requires only O(N) multiplications for each System 
update where N is the dimension of the Problem. The algorithm has been implemented 
and applied to applications in Signal processing. Computer Simulation results have 
shown that the algorithm is stable and converges fast often with a rate which is com- 
parable to that of the known CG and RLS algorithm. The convergence behavior of the 
algorithm is studied in detail in this Paper. The algorithm is shown to converge linearly 
for adaptive least squares Problems in general and its rate of convergence tan be faster 
than linear for some applications. A computational procedure is also designed to gen- 
erate a set of near conjugate directions as initial directions to accelerate the conver- 
gence. 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
Keywords: Adaptive least squares Problems; Direction set methods 
1. Introduction 
The adaptive least squares (ALS) Problems of the form given below are 
arising in Signal processing [13]. At the nth state, 
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where ai E [WN, s, E [w, and 0 < 1:“’ < 1. Vectors ai’s are formed by input Signals 
uk and desired output Signals sk at the kth state for all k < n. For example, ai’s 
are formed by input Signals only for FIR filters, by input and output Signals for 
IIR filters, and by input and output Signals and Cross terms uisj for bilinear 
filters. Vector x is an estimate of the Solution and is updated by minimizing the 
objective function Jn(x). Choices of AP) are Problem dependent and some of 
commonly used ones are listed below. 
Cuse 1: 1:“’ = 1_‘-‘, where 0 < A < 1. The objective function is defined by the 
sum of exponentially weighted least squares and the constant A. is called the 
exponential weighting factor or the forgetting factor. 
Case 11: Ai”’ = Ac’) = l/n. The objective function is defined as the average of 
the total sum of the error squares. 
The LMS algorithm is a widely used adaptive filtering algorithm because of 
its simplicity in implementation and its O(N) computational complexity. 
However, it is known that the convergence of the LMS algorithm is very slow. 
The RLS algorithm, on the other hand, converges significantly faster over the 
LMS algorithm, but is computationally intensive and requires O(N*) multi- 
plications to compute each System update. Fast RLS algorithms are designed 
to reduce the computational complexity of the RLS algorithm to O(N) with 
different ways to approximate the gain vector. Detailed derivations and anal- 
ysis of some of these algorithms tan be found in [S, 14,15,19,20]. As pointed out 
in [13], some of the fast RLS algorithms have a tendency to become numeri- 
cally unstable. The conjugate gradient (CG) algorithm with a block of M pairs 
of input and desired output Signals for linear and nonlinear filters is studied in 
[2,3]. It requires O(MN) multiplications for each System update and is more 
efficient than the RLS algorithm even when M = N because of its fast con- 
vergence rate which leads to the fact that the Overall computational complexity 
is much less. The preconditioned CG (PCG) algorithms with FFT-based pre- 
conditioners and Strang-type preconditioners for Toeplitz matrices are recently 
introduced in [7-10,16,17] and these algorithms require only O(N log N) 
multiplications for each System update for ALS Problems with a Toeplitz or a 
near Toeplitz structure. In this Paper, we present an algorithm for solving ALS 
Problems in Eq. (1) with O(N) computational complexity. Computer simula- 
tions have shown that the algorithm is stable and converges as fast as the CG 
algorithm and RLS algorithm for many applications. The convergence be- 
havior and the rate of convergence of the algorithm are studied in detail in this 
Paper. 
The Paper is organized as follows. The special structure and adaptive 
properties of the objective functions in Eq. (1) are discussed in Section 2. In 
Section 3, the Powell and Zangwill direction set method is reviewed and then a 
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direction set based algorithm for solving ALS Problems Eq. (1) is introduced. 
The computational complexity of the developed algorithm is discussed in de- 
tail. The implementation of the algorithm and applications in adaptive Signal 
processing are given in Section 4. In Section 5, the convergence analysis of the 
algorithm is given first and then a computational procedure designed to ac- 
telerate the convergence is discussed. 
2. Structures and properties of ALS Problems 
Let Jo(x) = xTQox - uCTBO + c. where Q. = Ao&, BO = Aobo and eo = bibo 
for given Ao and bo. Let 
A, = [fiAo,&i$?l )...) @L] 
and 
Then the objective function J,, in Eq. (1) tan be formulated in vector and 
matrix notations as 
Jn(x) = xTA,A;x - 2xTA,b, + bnb,,. 
If we further let Qn = A,An, B, = A,b, and c, = bnb,,, then the Problem in 
Eq. (1) becomes 
min J,,(x) = xT Qnx - 2xTB, + c, . 
XGP 
(2) 
Note that this Problem is very much like a regular least squares Problem except 
that the objective function is changing from one state to the next. Note also 
that the following properties (Pl)-(P4) hold for J,, in Eq. (2). 
(Pl) Jn+~(x> = 4,Jn(x) + h&;f,,x - sn+d*, 
0’2) Qn+, = 4,Qn + vtz~n+d+p 
P3) &+I = h,B, + $,s,+IG+I, 
P4) Gtl = 6lGl + hP:+1> 
where 4, = A and $, = 1 in Case 1; and 4, = (n)/(n + 1) and $, = (l)/(n + 1) 
in Case 11. 
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Remark 2.1. Property (P2) states that an ALS Problem has a rank-one Change 
property, i.e., the Change of the Hessian matrix from one state to the next is a 
rank-one matrix. If the vector w = Qnu is known, then the calculation of 
Qn+lo = 4”~ + h;f+l va,+l tan be done in O(N) multiplications. This is the 
key to the development of the direction set based algorithm for ALS Problems 
presented in the next section. 
3. The DS hased algorithm for ALS Problems 
3.1. The Powell and Zangwill DS algorithm 
Direction set (DS) methods are originally designed for solving uncon- 
strained minimization Problems of the form: min,,,N f(x), without calculating 
the first partial derivatives offfor the cases where the derivatives either do not 
have the analytic forms or are very expensive to evaluate. Having a set of N 
linearly independent directions d(‘) E RN and an initial estimate X(O) E RN to the 
solution, a DS method searches along each direction with a line search in a 
cyclical manner: ZG(~) = x@‘) + a(‘)d(‘), where t@ is Chosen so that the objective 
function is minimized along the direction d(j) , i.e., f(x(‘-‘) + IX(‘)&‘)) = minEER 
f(x”-‘) + ad(‘)). B e ore f the next searching cycle, directions may be modified 
towards conjugate directions [18,23] with respect to the Hessian of f or to- 
wards eigenvectors [l] of the Hessian of f; or directions remain the same [21], 
and a new starting estimate is Chosen. 
Procedures of modifying the directions in these DS methods are very simple: 
one direction may be replaced by (~0’ - x~‘)/]]$’ - ~0) 11 as given in [18,23]; 
or as given in [l] two directions d(J’) and d(q) where 1 <p, q < N and p # q may 
be replaced by linear combinations of d@) and d(q). One common feature of 
these modifications is that the replaced direction depends on either two past 
estimates, or two directions from the previous searching cycle. Recall that ALS 
Problems have the rank-one Change property. Consider that one error Square is 
added to the objective function for ever 
4r 
searching cycle. Let xr’, . . xcN) be 
estimates of the Solution and dl”, . . . , dkN) be directions at the kth searkching 
cycle. As explained in Remark (2. l), if vectors Qkx(‘) and Qkdf) are saved at the 
“ti> kth searching cycle, then the computation of Qk+ldk+l and Qk+i~iil tan be done 
in O(N) multiplications at the next searching cycle. 
Powell’s method [18] updates directions by letting dfll = dy’) for 
i = 1,. . . ,N - 1 and dj*{ = (xk’ -xk’)/IIx~’ -xk’ll, and computing the new 
(0) _ (‘V starting Point as xk+, - xk + C1(N+i)d(N) 
~(xL’ + ~(r+‘)&+‘)) = min,,&($) + Zk 
where ak+‘) is Chosen so that 
w+‘) The newly obtained direction ). 
d@+‘) is conjugate to the directions dk’+‘), . . . k , dr’ with respect to the Hessian if 
xk’ is the minimum along the directions dr’), . . , dkN’. For a quadratic convex 
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Problem, if an initial direction is replaced by the conjugate direction at every 
searching cycle, then the Solution X* is found in at most N - 1 searching cycles. 
A detailed analysis of this method is given in [12,18]. 
The finite termination property holds with the assumption that directions at 
each searching cycle are linearly independent. However, this assumption may 
not hold for some convex quadratic Problems [23]. A checking procedure is 
added by Zangwill to the algorithm to determine at each searching cycle which 
direction should be replaced by the new direction or no direction should be 
replaced in Order to maintain a set of linearly independent directions. With this 
checking procedure, the algorithm guarantees that det ([dkl’, . . . , dp’]) = E for 
any given E > 0. The Powell and Zangwill DS algorithm for solving 
min XeW~f(~) [18,23] is stated in the following. 
The Powell and Zangwill DS Algorithm: Let linearly independent and nor- 
malized directions d:“, . . . , @‘, an initial estimate x. and scalars E where 
0 < E < 1 and z > 0 for stopping criterion be given. Set b. = 1 and $’ = xo. 
Fork=O,l,..., repeat Steps (I)-(III). 
(1) For i= l,...,N, 
(1) calculate ak) such that f(xf-l) + af)df)) = min,,af.(xf-l) + cldf)); 
(2) set xf’ = xt-l’ + ,$df). 
such that f(xk’ + arfl)dkN+‘)) = rninUeR 
t2) set ‘k+l - xk Co) _ cN) + a~+l)d~+l) 
(111) Let t$’ = maxi$ibN{GIf)}. If (‘$)&)/(Bk) > e, then 
(1) let dfl, = dt) for i # s and df$ = dkN+‘); 
(2) Set 8k+l = (($)hk)/(pk). 
Otherwise, 
(1) let dk+, = df) for i = 1,. . . ,N; 
(2) Set dk+l = C?k. 
3.2. The DS based algorithm for ALS Problems 
When the Powell and Zangwill DS algorithm is applied to solve an ALS 
Problem given in Eq. (l), it tan be further simplified by the special structure 
and the properties of the objective function as follows: 
?? Since the objective function in Eq. (1) at each searching cycle is quadratic, 
the minimization Problem: minccEw Jk(xf-‘) + ad:)) tan be solved exactly 
and the stepsizes are 
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@ = _ (dk’))T(Qk~!-‘) - Bk) > for i = 1 
(dk'))TQkdf) ,“-,N+l’ 
?? With saved vectors vk’ = Qk$’ and wk’ = Qkdf), 
(i+l) 
Vk = 
Qkxk+') 
k k’ kJ 
. With saved vectors=vSi ’ ‘(‘)w(i) for i=O,...,N- 1. 
k and vk’, 
wk 
@‘+l) zz Qk@+‘) = Qk($’ _ $))/flk = ($) _ $))/ßk, 
where Pk = &xk’ - xk)jI; and 
‘kil (‘) = Qk+,$+‘) = 4k(UiN) + CXk+‘)WiN+‘)) + +ka;+,$+%k+, . 
(4 
?? With saved vectors w, , 
Wj$ = Qk+,d;j, = t#J,WF’ + $ka;+#,k+,, fOr i = 1,. . . > N + 1. 
The DS based algorithm for solving ALS Problems: 
Let linearly independent and normalized directions di”, . . . , dr’, an initial 
estimate xo, scalars E where 0 < E < 1 and r > 0 for stopping criterion be given. 
Set ?io = 1 and xt’ = xo. Compute vr’ = Q,‘xr’ and w(i) = Qodf) for 
i = 1, . . , N. For k = 0, 1, . . ., estimates x!), . . ., _xr+‘) are computed as follows. 
(1) For 1 <i < N, compute 
(1) if k 2 1, then 
if i # s then wf’ (iJ T (9 = d’k-,wk-, + ‘hQkdk_,ak; 
if i = s then wk’ = +k_‘wr;l) + $ _ Td(!+l) k lak k 1 ak; 
c2) ‘k’ = - 
(dk’))T(Vf-l) _ Bk) 
cd(i))T (i) ; 
k wk 
(3) $ = $l’-l) + @df); 
(4) @ = vk-‘) + crt’w;‘, 
(II)Fori=N+l,let/?,=Ilx~)-- $’ 11. If Pk < z, then the algorithm termi- 
nates. Otherwise, set implicitly diN+l) = (xk’ - xp’)/pk and wr+‘) = 
(vk’ - $‘)/bk. 
(1) If @kXk @? - Bkll < z, then the algorithm terminates; otherwise 
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(N+l) _ 
c$ -- 
(dy+‘))T(vy) - Bk) 
@‘+U)T$“+‘) ’ 
(3) “y$ = +k(“t) + ,$+%k+‘)) + $@~+,x~+%k+,; 
(4) Bk+1 = Bk + $kSk+lak+l- 
(5) Let at’ = maxiGiGN{@}. If (‘$‘sk)/(&) > E, then 
ds) 6k 
(i) set bk+i = $-; (ii) let dt+, = df’ for i # s and djj, = df+‘). 
k 
Otherwise, 
(i) set &+i = 6,; (ii) let diti = dj” fori= l,...,N; (iii) sets=O. 
3.3. Computational complexity of the algorithm 
The number of multiplications required by each of the computational Steps 
in (1) and (11) is given in Table 1. Some remarks on the computational com- 
plexity of the algorithm are given below. 
Remark 3.1. Vectors dr+‘) and wY+~) 
P) 
in (11) do not need to be computed 
explicitly but are replaced by vectors xk - xk”’ and uk’ - UL), and scalar ßk in 
computation. 
Remark 3.2. N + 1 estimates xf’ i = 1,. . , N + 1 are computed at the kth 
searching cycle. Esch of the first N estimates xi’ for i = 1, . . , N is generated by 
the computational Steps given in (1) with 7N + 1 multiplications and the 
estimate xp+‘) is generated by the computational Steps given in (11) with 
9N + 4 multiplications. Between every two incoming data pairs, one estimate is 
computed either by the computational Steps given in (1) or in (11) depending on 
if 1 < i 6 N or i = N + 1. The computational complexity of the algorithm is 
determined by the maximum computational complexity of the computational 
Steps in (1) and in (11) and is therefore 9N + 4. For comparison purposes, the 
numbers of multiplications for the RLS algorithm, the CG based algorithm [3] 
with a block of M data pairs, the stabilized FTF algorithm given in [20], and 
the fast RLS algorithm given in [19] are listed in Table 2. 
Remark 3.3. The checking scheme given in the computational ste (11 -(5) 
determines a positive integer s such that 6k+i = det[dj’), . . . ,d(“-’ , di 
&‘) dcN)] is maximized over k[N>p ’ det[dkN+i), df' , . . . , dk 
+l), 
,...> k all 1, . . . , det 
80 
Table 1 
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Number of multiplications for the DS based method 
(1) (xt’, 1 <i<N) (11) (Xy+“) 
Step Number of multiplications Step Number of multiplications 
$ 
&’ 
(1) 
xk 
(1) 
‘k 
Total 
3N 
2N+ 1 
N 
N 
IN+ 1 
Bk N 
w+I) 
ak 2N+2 
w+I) xk N+ 1 
(N+I) 
‘k 4N+ 1 
Bk+, N 
Total 9N+4 
[d(” “‘7 
nixt’search Cycle, dks is reklaced by df 
dkl’, d[+l, dci+l) d(N) 
“, k I . . > det[df), . . . , drfl)]. For the “)‘if &+r > E for a given e; otherwise, 
the direction set remains the Same. The number of multiplications required in 
(II)-(5) is only two and is not counted in Table 1. 
Remark 3.4. Assuming N is an even number, the number of updates in each 
searching cycle tan be reduced from N + 1 to N/2 + 1 without increasing the 
Order of computational complexity. Let x!’ = xk (i-l) + &2-1)d(2i-1) + c1 k 
f4 (2i) d 
k 
for i= l,...,N/2 where ak’-‘) and ar’ are Chosen so that 
Jk(Xf-‘) 
+ a(2i-l)d(2i-l) 
Values OZ~-~ and:p’) 
+ av)dy)) = min a,,21E&&-1) + qdk2”) + a2dy)). 
tan be calculated explicitly because Jk is quadratic. Since 
two directions are considered together at each Step, the obtained estimate is 
better than the estimate generated by considering only one direction at a time. 
The algorithm converges about twice faster because the number of estimates in 
each searching cycle is reduced from N + 1 to N/2 + 1. However, the number 
of multiplications for computing each x!$ where i = 1, . . . , N/2 increases to 
15N + 7 which is much higher than the one for computing xkCN”)+‘). This 
Table 2 
Computational tost comparisons of other algorithms 
Algorithm Number of multiplications 
RLS 
CG (block size M) 
Stabilized FTF 
Fast RLS (Qiao) 
Fixed double coordinate DS 
W+4N 
4MN+8N+2 
9N 
6N 
IN+4 
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unevenness in the computation load tan be overcome by choosing directions to 
be fixed coordinate directions as discussed below. 
Let dt’ = ei, for i = 1, . . . , N and all k. Let (z)~ be the ith element of vector z. 
In the computational step (I)-(l), since ak@i = ,(Q) ., the number of 
multiplications for computing wy-‘) and w?’ i’s 4N + 2. Since 
@ >‘,,,,o” = (~ß’)~ and 
where ck’ = (wy-‘) )2i_,(~y))2i - ((wy’) ._ )2 for i = 1 21 1 1..., N/2, the number 
of multiplications required in the computational step (I)-(2) is eight. There is no 
multiplication needed for updating ~6’ = x[-” + CQ (2i-‘)e2i_i + &Wezi. 2N mul- 
tiplications are used to update $’ = Y!-‘) + c@-~)w~-‘) + c$~~)w~). So the total 
number of multi lications 
R 
required in the computationil Steps in (1) for 
computing each xk for 1 6 i < N/2 is reduced to 6N + 10. 
Let c(~ = [$),..., k 
Observe also that 
CL@‘)]~. Observe that ßk = ]IcQ~/ = J($‘)2 + . . . + (cc~))~. 
W+l) _ 
tlk -- k, 
and LY:($’ 
ea;)h 
- Bk] = .~)(U~) - Bk), + . . . + Uk’($’ - Bk pl COmpUtatiOnS Of 
'k 
P 
$r of (clk 1 ( i-‘))2 and (MF))*, and each pair of cxk’ “(v~’ - Bk)2i_l and 
' cvk - Bk)2i tan be done in the computational Step (I)-(l). So the number of 
multiplications for the computational Steps in (1) becomes 6N + 14. But no 
is needed for computing ßk and the number of multiplications 
1s reduced to N + 2. So the total number of multiplications required 
in the computational Steps in (11) for computing ~i(~‘~)+l) is 7N + 4. The 
computational complexity of the algorithm with fixed double coordinate di- 
rections is 7N + 4 and is also listed in Table 2. 
4. Implementation and applications 
The DS based algorithm has been implemented in MatLab and applied to 
solve ALS Problems in System identification, noise cancellation, adaptive 
equalization and spectral estimation. Computer Simulation results are reported 
in [4,11] and have shown that the DS based algorithm for ALS Problems is 
stable and converges often with a rate which is comparable to those of the CG 
algorithm with a block of N data pairs and the RLS algorithm. 
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In all Computer simulations, the zero vector is used as the initial estimate xo, 
coordinate vectors are Chosen as initial directions and Ao is Chosen such that 
(0) _ rank(Ao) = N. Note that since ao - Qoxo (‘) = [0 . . , OIT and [wt), . . . , wr)] 
= Qo, no extra tost is required in computation in the initialization Step. One 
pair out of every N + 1 or N/2 + 1 pairs of data is added to the objective 
function. But for each oncoming input and desired output Signals, a new es- 
timate is calculated and is used to compute the instantaneous error. We also 
test the algorithm for the same applications with using all data pairs instead of 
one out of N + 1 or N/2 + 1 data pairs and results have shown that the rate of 
convergence is not affected by this implementation procedure. 
It is known that the DS algorithm converges slowly when the number of 
unknowns is large. The following is an application in System identification with 
N = 29 which is much larger than the dimensions of the Problems reported in 
[4,111. 
Example 4.1. Consider the bilinear System of Order 5: 
v(n) = $C$(n - i) + ~~bijY(n -j)“(n - j) + k”iuC4 - j)> 
i=O j=l i=O 
where v(n) and u(n) are the output and the input of the System respectively. 
Coefficients ci, bij and ai are given in Table 3. A Zero-mean white normally 
distributed sequence with variance 0.05 is generated for input and a white 
Gaussian sequence is then added to generate the desired output Signals. The DS 
based algorithm with fixed double coordinate directions and A. = 1 is used to 
identify this bilinear System and it reaches a steady state error of 10-* in about 
1500 iterations as shown in Fig. l(a). As reported in [3], to resch the same 
steady state error, the RLS required about 300 iterations and the CG with a 
block of N data pairs required about 100 iterations. By comparing the numbers 
of iterations, it seems that the DS based algorithm is far slower than the CG 
based algorithm and the RLS algorithm. However, the DS based algorithm 
uses 282,000 multiplications to well identify the System while the CG based 
algorithm requires 359,000 multiplications and the RLS algorithm requires 
Table 3 
Coefficients for the bilinear System of Order 5 
bo, bl, bi b3, 
0.4940 -0.0263 0.0734 -0.0152 -0.0788 0.1235 
0.1016 -0.0121 -0.0077 -0.0555 0.1091 0.0479 
0.0177 0.0932 -0.0539 0.0198 0.0061 -0.0528 
-0.085 0.2355 0.0589 0.0449 -0.0980 -0.0700 
0.1785 0.1123 -0.0263 -0.0646 0.1103 
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IO0 , 
(b) D-0 approx. inv(A_0) using CG algorithm 
I 
Io-* - 
10.@ I t I I I , 
0 200 400 600 600 1000 1200 1400 1600 1600 2000 
Fig. 1. Instantaneous errors Plots for Examples 4.1 and 5.2. 
1,044,OOO multiplications. So, by comparing Overall performances of these al- 
gorithms, the DS based algorithm is still computationally more efficient. 
5. Convergence analysis and acceleration 
5.1. Convergence analysis 
Let Ao be Chosen such that rank(&) = N. Then rank&) = N and Qk are 
symmetric and positive definite Vk. Since (d$TQkd~’ > 0 for all k and 
i= l,..., N+l, t$ are well defined for all k and i=l,...,N+l, and 
therefore the algorithm is well defined. Since 
Jk (xk-’ ‘) - Jk (.$) = [(&T(Qc: (‘-l) - &)12 > o 
(df) )Tekdf) ’ 
forallkandi=l,...,N+l, 
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directions di”, . . . , @+‘) are non-ascent. At least one of the directions is de- 
scent at each searching cycle. This is explained in Lemma 1 given below. 
Assume that the Solution x* of a given ALS Problem in Eq. (1) exists, i.e., 
A&x* - Akbk = 0, for all k 2 0. The following lemma Shows that the algo- 
rithm terminates as the sequence of estimates converges to the Solution. 
Lemma 1. Let x!), . . . ,xk+‘) = ~$2, b e generated by the DS based algorithm at 
the kth searching cycle from xk’. Let x* be the solution of the ALS Problem in 
Eq. (1). Then (a) Bk = Ilxy’ - xk’ 11 = 0 if and onZy if x(O) = x*. and (b) k ’ 
11 QkXk @) -Bk11 = 0 ifand onZy ifxk’ = x*. 
Proof. (a) Note that ßk = 0 if and only if xr’ - xk’ = EL, @df) = 0. Since 
df)‘s are linearly independent, CE, ak)df) = 0 if and only if clk) = 0 for 
i= l,... ,iV. Equality M:’ = 0 implies equality (d(i))TVJ ( k k xf’)) = 0 for 
i= 1 ,...,N. Since 
(df’)Tv.&(xf-“) = (dk’l)TvJk(X;)) = 0, fOr i = 1, , . ,N, 
and df)‘s are linearly independent, v&(xk)) = 0. Therefore, xk’ = x*. 
(b) Note that IIQkxk’ - &ll = 0 if and only if QkXy' - Bk = 0. Since 
(N) = x;’ + ‘& &$‘, 
;,, 
by the necessary and sufficient condition for a mini- 
xW) . , k 1s the minimum of the minimization Problem: 
Since dt)‘s are linearly independent, 
For applications in adaptive Signal processing, the algorithm does not ter- 
mitrate because of noises that are added to input and desired output Signals, 
but reaches a steady state error z, i.e., 
such that 11~:) - x* 11 
there exists a large positive integer K 
xzforallk>Kandi=O,l,..., N. 
Since the objective function of an ALS Problem in Eq. (2) changes from one 
state to the next, the Hessian is changing; the conjugacy cannot be maintained 
among directions; and the DS based algorithm no longer has the finite ter- 
mination property in general as the Powell and Zangwill DS method has. The 
following three results show that the DS based algorithm converges asymp- 
totically and linearly to the Solution for ALS Problems. 
Let n,(Z) be denoted as the ith eigenvalue of matrix 2 where 
;11(2)< . . . < ;Irv(Z). Let mk = n,(Qk) and Mk = &(Qk) fOr k 2 0. 
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Lemma2. Letx~),...,x~+‘)=x~l b e generated by the DS based algorithm at 
the kth searching cycle from $‘. Let 9:’ be denoted as the angle between the 
direction df) and the gradient vector QJk(xf-‘)) for i = 1,. . , N + 1. Then 
Vk. (4) 
Proof.Notethat~lx-x*~l~~-ll~-~*1~~~=J~(x)-J~O/)foranygivenxandy. 
Note also that the equality VJ&) = Z(Qkx - Bk) = 2Q& - x”) implies 
(X -x*) = iQ21VJk(~), Vx. Since 
Ilxk” - X* I& - Ilxk+') -x* IIP, _ Jk($) -J&k+‘)) 
Ilxf’ - x*$ - (x;’ _ x*)TQk(xf' -x") 
= (; (dk’+1))TVJk(xf)))2 1 
(dpl))TQkdrl) 2 (VJk(~F’))TQi’Qk; Qi’VJk(xf)) 
, r[- cos2 e(i+l) 
’ Mk k ) 
IIxk+‘) - x*IILk < (1 - (mk/Mk)COS2 ek”‘)ll~~’ - x*Ilg, for i = 0,. . . ,N. There- 
fore, 
I(x~~+‘) - x*llik 6 1 - 2 cos2 er+l) 
Mk > 
IlxiN) - X*IIQ 
< 1 _ mk cos2eci+l) 
Mk 
k IIG’ -x*& 0 
Let E(z) be denoted as the expectation value of z where z tan be a scalar, a 
vector or a matrix. Let R = E(a;aT) for all ai given in Eq. (1). 
Theorem 1. Let xf), . . . ,xkN+‘) = _xFjl be generated by the DS based algorithm at 
the kth searching cycle from x!‘. Let 0:’ be denoted as the angle between the 
direction df) and the gradient vector VJk (xf-“) for i = 1, . . . , N + 1. For a given 
ALS Problem in Eq. (1), there exists a large positive integer K such that for 
k 2 K, 
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Proof. Consider the case where Ai”’ = L”-’ and 0 < A. 6 1. First, let 0 < A < 1. 
Since Qk = IkQs + xf=, Ak-‘aiaT where Qo = At& and Ao is given 
E@k) = E AkQo + &~~-‘@l = AkQo + klk-iE(aia;) 
i=l i=l 
= AkQo + R&lk-i = AkQo + R ; ;;, 
i=l 
Since limk_mE(Qk) = R(1 - n)-‘, there exists a large positive integer Kr such 
that Qk PZ R( 1 - L)-’ for k 2 K1. So, for k 2 K,, we have 
Il$l - x*11& = [IXT+‘) - x* llik_, z (1 - L)-‘llx~+‘) - x*ll; 
!z Ilxk+‘) - x*& (6) 
Then from Eqs. (4) and (6), for L > 1 
ll& - x*llpk+L = Ilxrz!), - x* ll&,,&, 
a l- mk+L-l - cos* e&j’, 
Mk+L-1 
(7) 
l- mk+1 - cos* e,*:1) 
Mk+/ 
So inequality (5) is satisfied for k 2 K, when 0 < A. < 1. 
Now let A. = 1. Assume that Ao = [a_(,_r), . . , ao] where m is a positive in- 
teger. That is, JO is the sum of m error squares. Then E(Qk+r) = 
(k + 1 + m)R = ((k + 1 + m)/(k + m))(k + m) R = ((k + l+m)/(k + m)) E(Qk). 
Since lim k+m (k + 1 + m)/(k + m) = 1, there exists a large positive integer KZ 
such that Qk+r = Qk for k 2 K2. Hence, for k 2 K2, 
Ild% - x$+, = (Ixy+‘) - x’Il& cz Ilxk+‘) - x”ll& 
Similarly as derived in Eq. (7), inequality (5) is true when A. = 1. 
Consider the case where 2:“’ = l/n. Since Qk = ( l/k)(Qo + xf=, L&), 
E(Qk) =;(Qo+kR) =;Qo+R. 
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Since lim k+mE(Qk) = R, there exists a large positive integer K3 such that 
Qk z R for k 2 K3. Hence, for k 2 K3, 
Il4?* - x*/1& = Ilxk+‘) - x’llß,,, x IIxiN+l) - x*IIR i=3 IIxy+‘) - x*&. 
Again, with a similar derivation as given in Eq. (7), the inequality (5) is shown 
to be true when 1!“) = l/n. 
Let K = max{ki , KZ, K3). Then for k 2 K inequality (5) is satisfied for all $’ 
defined in Case 1 and Case 11. 0 
Theorem 2. Let xk’), . . . ,xk”) = $2, b e generated by the DS based algorithm at 
the kth searching cycle from x;). Let x’ be the solution of the ALS Problem in 
Eq. (1). Then limk+,$) = x* linearly. 
Proof. Observe that 0 < 1 - (mk/Mk) cos* @i) < 1, for all k and i = 0, . . . , N. 
For each k, if xf’ # x*, then there is at least one i E (0, 1, . . . , N} such that 
1 - (m&4,,)cos2 er’) < 1 according to Lemma 1. Let nk be the number of 
1 - (mk)/(d’fk)cos* @+‘) such that 1 - (mk)/@&) cos* @+” # 1. Let 
@Jk) = max 
O<j<N 
eG+‘) # YJ}, k 
and - cos eh+/) mk+1 l - iV&+, . 
Clearly, 1 - (m(L)/M(L)) cos 0, < 1, V L 2 1. Then by Theorem 1 for a given 
ALS Problem, there exists a positive integer K such that for k 3 K, 
0 0 
- x*lI;k+L 6 nn( 
1 _ !t? cos2 $+l) 
Mk 
k+l 114)’ -x* l& 
I=L- 1 j=N 
0 
< 
n( 
mk+1 
Q+/ 
l-- 
Mk+1 
cos2 #_h+f> 
I=L-1 > 
Ilxk”’ - x’l& 
Let Al = Al(R) and &! = AN(R). As given in Theorem 1, for k B K, 
Qk E (1 - A)-‘R, (k + m)R Or R, SO limk_m(mk/&) = Al/&. Then for k > K, 
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and 
The linear convergence follows from the inequality: 
, for k> K. 0 (8) 
Remark 5.1. Since &$, - x*lli < IIxr) - x*IIi for large k, the DS based 
algorithm is stable for the ALS Problems. 
Remark 5.2. From the inequality in Eq. (8), it is clear that the rate of 
convergence of the DS based algorithm for the ALS Problems depends on the 
ratio (nt/A~) and cos et’. The algorithm converges faster if (At/&) GZ 1. So 
the rate of convergence of the algorithm tan be improved by reducing the 
condition number of R. Based on this idea, a computational procedure is 
designed to accelerate the rate of convergence. Details are given in 
Section 5.2. The value of cos 0k’ is determined by vectors c$) and 
VJk(xk-l)), and cos2f$) = 1 if df) = -VJk(xf-l)). This choice for each df) 
increases the computational complexity of the algorithm to 0(N2) and 
therefore is not in general an acceptable Option for accelerating the rate of 
convergence. 
The proof of the asymptotic convergence of the DS based algorithm given in 
Theorem 2 is based on the facts that Qkil z Qk and (mk/Mk) = (Al/&) for 
large k. The following theorem gives a relation between the error bounds of the 
starting estimates at two consecutive searching cycles. 
Theorem 3. Let x!), . . . ,xk+‘) = $2, b e generated by the DS based algorithm 
at the kth searching cycle from xk . Let ~9;) be denoted as the angle between 
the direction df) and the gradient vector VJk(xk-‘)) for i = 1,. . . , N + 1. Then 
if Ilxf’ - x*llQ t < E and there exists a p such that for IaTx - siI< ALE for all i, 
then 
Ia - XfIIQ,+, G 
(4 ( 
&fi 1 - 2 cos2 @+l) 
) ) 
+ ll/kP2 6. 
j=O 
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Proof. Recall Qk+’ = &Qk + $k~k+‘a~+,. Hence 
Il4 - X’I&+, = C$&kN+‘) - x*l& + $&k+‘) - x*)’ 
x a+,a:+, ($+') -x*) 
= f$Jxy+') - X’IIik + ‘h(a;+‘xy+‘) - sk+l)* 
< (j$J ( 1 - 2 cos* @+‘) ) + l+Q2)E2. El j=O 
Remark 5.3. Theorem 3 shows that even if the matrix Qk has a small Change 
from one searching cycle to the next one, the error of the starting estimate for 
the next searching cycle is expected to be small if the starting estimate at the 
current searching cycle is relatively close to the Solution and the System is 
relatively consistent with incoming data pairs for estimates to be near the 
Solution. 
5.2. Acceleration 
Let Dk= [df’,... 
[wo’), . . . 
, df’)] for k > 0. The DS based algorithm Starts with 
, wff’] = QoDo for any given DO where @‘s are linearly independent 
and Q. = Ad: where rank(Ao) = N. Observe that if initial directions are 
conjugate with respect to Qo, i.e., (d$)‘Q,J$ = 0, for i # j and 1 < i, j < N, 
then ~0”’ = x* when input and output Signals are without noise. This tan be 
seen as follows. Let D~QoDo = D where i? = diag{(d~‘))TQod~‘), . . . , (c.I~‘)~ 
Qo&‘}. Since dt)‘s are also linearly independent, DO is nonsingular and 
QoDo = DöTD. Since (d f’ T ) Qoc$’ = 0, for i # j 9 
(i+l) T (dO ) (Qoxo" - Bo) = (dO’+‘))T Q ( o($)+$$‘d~)) -Bo) 
= (dp’))T(QOxo (‘) - Bo), fori=O,...,N- 1. 
Let CI = [&‘), . . . , ar)lT. Then LT = -(Doo-‘)T(Q&,@ - Bo) and xF) = $ 
+Doa. Since 
Qoxo cN) = Qoxo"' - QoDo(DoD-‘)~(Q,,x(~) - Bo) 0 
= Qox~) - (Do)-TDD-l~~(~G~) - Bö) 
= Qod? - Qdco (0) + B. = Bo, x. PJ) = X* 
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One of the ways to choose a set of conjugate directions with respect to Q0 is 
letting 00 = Aö’ because DiQoDo = Z. The computation of Aö’ tan be very 
expensive for large N. However, this promotes the idea to choose a set of near 
conjugate directions such that 0: x Aö’. When Ao is a Toeplitz matrix, the 
optimal circulant preconditioning techniques given in [6,22] tan be adopted to 
approximate Aö,‘. Let Dy) 
/fO and D(TYrtYshnlkov) 
be Chan’s optimal circulant matrix obtained from 
Ao, i.e., LIDS’ 
be Tyrtyshnikov’s optimal circulant matrix obtained from 
_AollF and [(Z _ Dv) Ao~& are minimized over all 
circulant matrices. 
Another way to generate a set of N conjugate directions di”, . . . ,do) is 
to carry N CG Steps with &(x). Then use these N conjugate directions as 
the initial directions and the last estimate xr’ as initial estimate for the DS 
based algorithm. The computational complexity is O(N*) for each CG it- 
eration. However, since this is done only once at the initialization Step, the 
Overall Performance of the algorithm tan be computationally more effi- 
cient. 
A computational procedure is designed to generate a set of near conjugate 
directions with respect to Q0 by using Chan’s optimal circulant matrix, Tyr- 
tyshnikov’s optimal circulant matrix, or the CG algorithm. The DS based al- 
gorithm with this procedure is applied to the following two applications in 
System identification. 
Example 5.1. Consider the Problem of identifying an 8-tap FIR filter. A 
uniformly distributed white noise sequence in the range (-1,l) is for input 
Signals and a white Gaussian sequence of variance 0.0001 is used to generate 
desired output Signals. The ensemble averaging is carried out over 50 
independent trials of the experiment. The initial estimate is x0 Co) = [O, . . . , OIT 
and Ao = [u-,, . . , ao] and rank(&) = N. The DS based algorithm is then 
applied with fixed double directions and with 
(a) DO = Z; 
(b) DO sz (Aöl)T by carrying eight CG iterations; 
(c) DO = (Dp))-T; 
(d) DO = (Dyikov))T. 
The instantaneous errors are plotted in Fig. 2(a)-(d), respectively. A steady 
state error of 10e5 is reached with choices of DO in (a), (b) and (d). As expected, 
the DS based algorithm performs very well with a set of conjugate directions 
generated by the CG algorithm and it converges to the steady state error in 
about 50 iterations which is only 1/6 of the total iterations required when 
DO = Z. The DS based algorithm with a set of near conjugate directions using 
Tyrtyshnikov’s optimal circulant matrix converges to the steady state error in 
about 200 iterations which is 100 iterations less than the case where DO = Z. For 
this example, the DS based algorithm with the set of near conjugate directions 
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(a) D_O=l, x=[O,....Oj 
IOb 
0 100 200 300 400 500 60 
(b) D-0 approx. inv(A_0) using CG algorithm 
I I I r l 
J 
0 100 200 300 400 500 60 
IO0 
(c) D-0 approx. inv(A_0) by Chan optimal clrculant matrix 
lO-5 I I 1 I 1 
0 100 200 300 400 500 60 
(d) D-0 approx. inv(A_0) by Tyrtyshnikov optimal circulant matrix 
lO-6 
0 
1 I I I I 
100 200 300 400 500 60 
Fig. 2. Instantaneous errors Plots for Example 5.1. 
formed using Chan’s optimal circulant matrix does not perform well and it 
does not converge as fast as the case where DO = 1. An explanation will be 
given in Remark 5.4. 
Example 5.2. Consider the bilinear System of Order 5 (N = 29) given in 
Example 4.1. Since Ao is not a Toeplitz, a set of conjugate directions is 
generated by carrying 29 CG iterations. Instantaneous errors are plotted in 
Fig. l(b). The algorithm converges to the steady state error of 10P8 in about 
500 iterations, which about 3 times faster than the case where DO = Z. 
Remark 5.4. Choosing a set of near conjugate directions as initial directions tan 
also be viewed as a way of choosing a preconditioner C such that the 
preconditioned matrix CTQ,& has a much smaller condition number (Mk/mk). 
When Chan’s and Tyrtyshnikov’s o timal circulant matrices are used to form a 
set of initial directions, C = (Dr P )-= and C = (Dv))=, respectively. 
Consider Example 5.1 again. Let K(Z) be denoted as the condition number of 
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Table 4 
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Condition numbers of Qk and CTQkC for Example 5.1 
21,144,115.4 43.3 456.7 24.5 
8585.6 31.7 171.9 11.5 
13,383.l 51.5 9.4 4.4 
96.2 39.3 8.6 5.5 
789.5 44.0 8.3 3.6 
20,225.l 40.0 88.0 5.1 
712.6 37.7 5.3 3.6 
222.2 36.7 4.8 2.8 
737.1 39.3 15.7 8.5 
569.1 36.0 12.6 4.1 
384.9 35.3 6.1 3.6 
2789.4 35.7 6.9 3.3 
145.1 36.6 5.8 4.0 
1,372.S 44.6 114.2 11.2 
193.3 36.1 4.7 3.9 
3,918.l 34.7 50.4 8.6 
1,433.l 38.7 74.4 5.3 
31,436.6 36.8 46.5 4.8 
26,080,182.8 46.5 54.5 7.2 
6,280.6 40.8 18.7 3.8 
matrix Z. Since rc(Qk) x K(R) for large k, K(C~Q&) FZ IC(C~RC) for large k. 
Let k = 100. Compare the condition numbers of Qi00 and of the precondi- 
tioned matrices using Chan’s and Tyrtyshnikov’s optimal circulant matrices. 
Let Ci = (DOhan))-T and C2 = (DOyrtyshnlkov))T. In Table 4, condition numbers 
of Qo, Qioo, CTQio&i and C~QiooC2 are listed for 20 independent sequences of 
input and desired output Signals. 
Observe that 
34.7 < rc(Q,oo) < 52.5, 4.7 < ic(C;Q,,,&,) < 456.7, 
2.8 < rc(C,TQi&) < 24.5. 
Since K(C~Q~,&J < rc(Qioo) for all 20 independent experiments, precondi- 
tioning using Tyrtyshnikov’s optimal circulant matrix is stable and efficient. 
This concurs with the Performance shown in Fig. 2(d) for Example 5.1. On the 
other hand, preconditioning using Chan’s optimal circulant matrix does not 
always reduce the condition number and sometimes even increases the condi- 
tion number. So, the effectiveness of preconditioning with Chan’s optimal 
circulant matrix for the DS based algorithm is very much Problem dependent. 
The result shown in Fig. 2(c) for Example 5.1 illustrates this Observation. 
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